
Consumer Based Brand Equity (CBBE) 

“The differential effect that brand knowledge has on consumer response to the marketing 
of that brand”  
 
The brand is likely to provide a brand equity based on the differences in consumer response. 
Value is considered greatest in the “best” brand. 
 
Brand Knowledge 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sources of Brand Equity 

- Brand awareness 
- Brand image 

 
Brand Awareness 

Brand awareness is the establishment of memory for a brand. There are two dimensions to 
brand awareness: 

1. Brand recognition: familiarity with brand from past exposure 
2. Brand recall: individual is able to remember the brand without physical stimulus 

 
Learning: register the brand in mind of consumers 
Consideration: likelihood the brand will be part of the consideration set 
Choice: affect choices in consideration set 
 
Establishing brand awareness 

Repetition: increasing familiarity of brand through repeat exposure 
Forging strong associations: using appropriate cues for product category or consumption 
 
Brand Image 

1. Attributes – descriptive features, can be product or non-product related 
2. Benefits – functional (solves problem), experiential (sensory pleasure) and symbolic 

(self-enhancement or self-image) 



Information Processing Model 
1. Exposure: seeing or hearing communication 
2. Attention: noticing communication 
3. Comprehension: Understanding the intended message 
4. Yielding: responding favourably to the message 
5. Intentions: planning to act on the communicated message 
6. Behaviour: Actually acting out the behaviour 

  
 

 
Leveraging secondary brand associations to build brand equity 
Secondary Knowledge: brands linked to other entities which have their own brand 
associations 
 
Brands can borrow knowledge/equity from other brands and therefore brand equity. 
Includes: 

- Other brands 
- People (eg Celebrities) 
- Places 
- Things 

 
The Leveraging Process 

Linking the brand to another entity may create a new set of associations from the brand to 
the entity as well as affecting existing brand associations. 
 
Can leverage through: 

1. Company (eg Big Shaq – Lynx) 
2. Country of origin (eg IKEA – Sweden) 
3. Channels of distribution (eg Mambo – Big W) 
4. Co-branding (eg Apple and Nike tracker) 
5. Licensing (eg Disney – Havaianas) 
6. Celebrity Endorsement (eg Nike – Tiger Woods) 
7. Sporting, cultural or other events (eg F1) 
8. Third party sources 

 
 
 

Marketing Communication

Advertising and 
Promotion

TV, Print, Radio etc 

Interactive 
Marketing

Websites, Social 
Media, Online 

Adverts etc

Events and 
Experiences

Festivals, Sport, 
Causes etc

Mobile 
Marketing

Public relations



Brand portfolio: set of all brands and branded lines that a firm offers for buyers. 
 
Line extension – adding a different variety, size or application within the same brand (eg 
Dove soap and Dove sensitive skin soap) 
 
Category extension – applying parent brand to enter a different category (eg Dove soap and 
Dove deodorant) 
 
Advantages and disadvantages of brand extensions 

Advantages Disadvantages 
- Improve brand image 
- Reduce perceived risk by customers 
- Increase efficiency 
- Reduce introductory costs 
- Avoid costs of creating a new brand 
- Packaging and label efficiencies 
- Enhance parent brand image 
- Bringing new customers to brand 
- Revitalise brand 
- Permit subsequent extensions 

- Can be confusing for customers 
- Can encounter retailer resistance 
- Can damage parent brand image 
- Cannibalise sales of parent brand 
- Diminish category identification 
- Dilute brand meaning 
- Forgo the chance to develop new 

brands 

 
Reinforcing, Revitalising and Retiring Brands 
Brand reinforcement is to: 

- Maintain brand consistency through retaining brand meaning through marketing 
- Protect sources of brand equity 
- Capitalise on brand awareness and image (leveraging) 
- Maximise brand awareness and image (fortifying) 
- Fine tuning supporting marketing program to innovate and enhance brand equity 
- Maintain relevance and positioning in the mind of consumers 

 
Brand reinforcement strategies 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


